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Outline

·         Assessment Management Systems (AMS)

·         Adaptive Learning Platforms

·         Web-based Dating Mining/Learning Analytics Tools

·         Simulations for Assessment

·         Automated Assessment (AI-based assessment technology)



Assessment Management Systems (AMS)

“Assessment Management System (AMS) is an 
online web-based system providing a 
communication and resource hub for all of the 
institution's outcomes assessment and 
continuous improvement initiatives.”

[Source: www.rit.edu] 



Benefits of AMS

• Manages Documents and Processes Simplifies documentation process and reduces paper footprint
• Streamlines Processes Simplifies the management of institution-wide accreditation reporting
• Promotes Collaboration and Review Engages community in outcomes assessment and continuous 

improvement initiatives
• Provides Transparency and Dashboard Reporting Generates reports in real-time to view the most up-to-date 

information
• Ensures Quality Supports the engagement in constructive dialogue about continuous improvement
[Source: www.rit.edu] 



Adaptive Learning Platforms

“A number of U.S. colleges and 
universities recognize that a one-
size-fits-all learning approach is not 
working in many instances, and 
adaptive learning technology 
solutions show positive results in a 
number of large pilots.”

- Johnson C. (March 7, 2016 ). 
“Adaptive Learning Platforms: 
Creating a Path for Success.“ 
Educause Review.



Web-based Dating Mining/Learning Analytics Tools

[Source: Treaster, J. (Feb 2nd, 2017). "Will You Graduate? Ask Big Data." NY Times.]



Interactive Learning Tools for Assessment





Integrating Assessment in e-Textbook



Automated Assessment (AI-based assessment technology)

"Text Analytics and NLP: Natural language processing 

(NLP) uses and supports text analytics by facilitating the 

understanding of sentence structure and meaning, sentiment, 

and intent through statistical and machine learning methods.“

[Source: Press, G. (Jan 23, 2017). "Top 10 Hot Artificial Intelligence (AI) Technologies." 

Forbes.]



The Fear Factor



"...the retired professor from Lexington won a stunning 

victory. The College Board, which administers the SAT, 

announced that the essay will now be optional. In a New 

York Times Magazine story, David Coleman, the College 

Board president, largely credited Perelman for the 

change.“ – Boston Globe (March 14, 2014)



http://babel-generator.herokuapp.com/



The Babel Generator Version

“Automatize by excess has not, and 

presumably never will be listlessly but 

pusillanimously remarkable. Society will 

always propagandize writing; many of 

quips but a few for a speculation. The 

manifest automate lies in the area of 

theory of knowledge but also the field of 

literature. Instead of inaugurating the 

dictator, assessment constitutes both a 

superfluous administration and a frugal 

circumstance.”

My Version

“For many years, assessment of student 

writing has been a task handled by 

scores of high school teachers, college 

professors, and long-suffering graduate 

assistants. Anyone who has taught 

composition is familiar with the 

experience of facing a large stack of 

student essays that need feedback on a 

variety of issues such as mechanics, 

diction, organization, thematic 

development, audience awareness and 

effective use of evidence. 









"For more than a decade, Les Perelman … the recently retired director of MIT’s Writing Across the 
Curriculum program, has denounced scoring engine reliance on proxy measures for essay quality... He has 
publicly gamed their algorithms by submitting rambling essays of gibberish peppered with fancy words 
that scoring engines reward with high marks and boilerplate praise...

He is now the chief research scientist for WriteLab, a startup company based in Berkeley, Calif."

Boston Globe (September 13, 2015)



Academic Assessment in the 21st Century

Old Model
New Model



Thoughts?

MIT’s Director of 

Assessment Services 

(Circa 2030)


